Instructions for testifying as a witness


Witness or party

These rules apply when you are subpenaed to testify as a third-party witness at a deposition or trial. When your company is a party to a lawsuit, the rules are basically the same, but the company’s own attorney will accompany you. In some cases, we may send a company attorney with you when you testify as a third-party witness, but that is the exception rather than the rule.


Custodian or knowledgeable witness

A “custodian of records” is someone who can verify that the records are the business records of the company and are the records described in the subpena. A custodian does not have to know anything about the particular file. When a subpena calls only for a custodian of records, I usually prefer to send someone who has no knowledge of the file. In fact, my favorite custodian is a real young file clerk who has no idea whatsoever about our business except that the file belongs to the company.


Basic rules of testifying

1.	Tell the truth.
2.	Don’t speculate. There is nothing wrong with not knowing an answer. “I don’t know” and “I don’t remember” are perfectly valid answers when they are true.
3.	If you don’t understand a question, say so, and ask that it be repeated or clarified.
4.	Don’t volunteer information. Just answer the questions as concisely and clearly as possible.
5.	There are only 3 possible answers to a question that begins with “Did . . .”. Those answers are: “yes”, “no” or “I don’t know”. Nothing more. If more clarification is needed, additional questions can be asked.
6.	Deposition only: If you get uncomfortable about something going on, or something doesn’t seem right to you, request to be excused to telephone your attorney. If this request is refused, explain that your attorney (me) instructed you not to proceed without first talking to an attorney. Then don’t proceed with the deposition until you can call an attorney in this office.
7.	Relax, you’ll do fine.

